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Abstract

The Deep Web consists of those structured data that are available as
dynamically generated pages, typically requested through HTML forms.
Deep Web pages cannot be indexed by search engines, and are notori-
ously difficult to query and integrate due to the limited access that they
offer. We propose a novel framework for integrating Deep Web sources by
means of a mediated schema that represent the underlying, distributed
sources. Our goal is to compute answers to queries posed on the mediated
schema. To this aim, we propose the use of techniques from the area of
Distributed Information Retrieval. We discuss a novel approach to au-
tomated sampling, size estimation and selection of Deep Web sources, as
well as a technique for merging result lists.

1 Introduction

The Deep Web (a.k.a. Hidden Web) is the set of data that are accessible on the
Internet, usually though HTML forms, but are not indexable by search engines,
as they are returned only in dynamically-generated pages. By Deep Web In-
formation Resources (DWIRs) we denote sources in the aforementioned Deep
Web. It is straightforwardly seen that accessing data through a DWIR through
a form is logically equivalent to querying a relational table, where a selection
(the operation that in SQL is specified in the WHERE clause) has to be specified
on certain attributes, corresponding to the fields of the form that are filled in
with values. Limitations on how sources can be accessed (attributes on which
to necessarily operate a selection) significantly complicate query processing: as
shown, e.g., in [10], query answering on a set of DWIRs in general requires the
evaluation of a recursive query plan, even when the original query is a simple
conjunctive query (CQ). Such a query plan is called a rewriting of the original
query.

In this paper we propose a framework for the integration of DWIRs in
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a global-as-view approach [9], where queries as posed on a virtual mediated
schema where elements (relational entities) are defined by mappings that are
views on the data sources. We focus on conjunctive queries and propose a novel
point of view on the query processing problem. We assume a setting where
each relational entity in the mediated schema can be associated to Deep Web
sources (DWIRs). A CQ can therefore be rewritten into a query plan over
the local databases in several ways, thus generating a large number of possible
rewritings. Our goal is therefore to select small and meaningful rewriting sets,
assuming we have a suitable criterion for ordering rewritings, and then merge
the results obtained for each rewriting so as to get the “best” answers. Notice
that this approach necessarily returns a partial answer to the original query.

Our contribution is the following.

1. We propose a technique for sampling DWIRs, similar to those adopted for
textual databases; the samples are stored in a suitable database.

2. We illustrate how to automatically select resources by using a scoring
function. We employ techniques adapted from textual Distributed Infor-
mation Retrieval so as to select a small number of rewritings to be actually
processed on the source databases.

3. We propose a solution to the problem of ranked list merging, that is, to
rank the results of the evaluation of the different rewritings processed on
the sources.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we outline our approach and we give the general architecture of
a Deep Web mediator.

2.1 Integration of DWIRs

To integrate DWIRs, we adopt the Global As View (GAV) [9] approach, where
queries are posed on a mediated (global) schema containing relational structures
(relations); each relation is associated with a query on the underlying DWIRs. A
query over the mediator schema is processed by evaluating suitable queries over
the DWIRs (also called local sources; see Figure 1). Informally (see e.g. [21]),
when a user query q over the global schema G is issued to the Mediator, the
Mediator Engine performs the following tasks.

1. It rewrites the query q into a set {qi} queries over of the local schemas S.

2. It asks the Resource Selector, which of the qi are the top-r queries that,
once processed, will likely provide relevant results — we assume here
that it is too costly to submit all the rewritings to the underlying local
databases.
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Figure 1: Architecture of a Deep Web Mediator.

3. It submits the selected top-s queries to the DWIRs, which are accessed
through relational wrappers.

4. Finally, it merges the results, which are in the form of r ranked lists, into
one final ranking, via the Ranked List Merger ; then it provides the result
back to the user.

2.2 CQ Answering

We now introduce next the basic notions of our framework.

• The global schema G is defined as G = {R1, . . . , Rn} (n > 1), where the
Ri are the relations of the global schema through which we are going
to formulate our queries. Generally, the entities in G may be part of an
ontology, e.g. a Datalog program, OWL ontology or RDFS graph. However
we do not yet consider this case.

• The set D = {D1, . . . , Dm} (m > 1) is the set of the distributed, local web
databases (DWIRs) whose data we want to query.

• The set S = {S1, ..., Sm} is the set of the local relational entities through
which we access the local databases of D. More specifically, we have
exactly one relation Si through which we access Di. For Si ∈ S, Di ∈ D,
vector of variables and constants z̄, we denote with ans(Si(z̄), Di) the
answer set to the local query Si(z̄) over database Di, i.e.

ans(Si(z̄), Di) = {t̄ | Di |= Si(t̄) s.t.

t̄ agrees with z̄ on the constants in z̄}.
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We assume that the tuples in ans(Si(z̄), Di) are ordered and with ansk(Si(z̄), Di)
we denote the top-k retrieved tuples (k > 1) in ans(Si(z̄), Di).

• We further assume that more than one database may be used to instantiate
a relation R ∈ G.1 We model this scenario by means of a set of mapping
rules. For each R ∈ G, let MR be the set of kR mapping rules w.r.t. R
defined as

R(x̄) ← S1R(x̄)

...

R(x̄) ← SkR(x̄) ,

where SiR ∈ S. These mappings may also have been computed automat-
ically and, thus, there is an inherent uncertainty whether a mapping may
be relevant to R or not. More involved mappings rules may be considered
as well, such as (forms of) conjunctive queries, or rules with uncertainty.
The automated generation of mappings rules belongs to the area of schema
matching (see e.g., [12, 13, 21]). WithM we denote the set of all mapping
rules w.r.t. R ∈ G, i.e., M =

⋃
R∈GMR. We assume that each S ∈ S

is typed, in the sense that each attribute of a relation in S has a type
(e.g. string, integer etc.). We do not consider here access limitations or
restrictions [3, 5].

• Let a conjunctive query q over the global schema G be a rule r of the
form q(x̄)← ∃ȳ.ϕ(x̄, ȳ) , where ϕ(x̄, ȳ) is a conjunction of relations in G.
Variables in x̄ are called the distinguished variables, while those in ȳ are
called the non-distinguished variables. We assume that each variable in
x̄ occurs in at least one relation occurring in ϕ(x̄, ȳ). The existential ∃ȳ
may be omitted. The answer set of a conjunctive query q expressed via
rule r is defined as the set ans(q,D,M) of answers t̄ (vector of constants)
defined as

ans(q,D,M) = {t̄ | D ∪M∪ {r} |= q(t̄)} ,

that is, the query body of rule r evaluates to true, given the set of
databases and the mappings. As before, we will assume that ans(q,D,M)
is an ordered set. With ansk(q,D,M) we denote the top k > 1 retrieved
tuples in ans(q,D,M);

• Let a complex conjunctive query q be of the following form (see [19, 25]):

q(x̄, α) ← ∃ȳ.ϕ(x̄, ȳ),
GroupedBy(w̄),
α :=@[f(z̄)] ,

where @ is an aggregation operator (sum, average, max, min or count);
α :=@[f(z̄)] is called scoring atom; α is called scoring variable; grouping,
aggregation and scoring are optional.

1For instance, for R(carModel, year, partNumber) ∈ G, there may be various web DBs
through which the Mediator may find car spare parts.
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The answer set of a complex conjunctive query is defined in a similar
way as for conjunctive queries, except that now answers have a score
determined by the scoring atom. The answer set of a complex conjunctive
query q expressed via a rule r is defined as the set ans(q,D,M) of answers

ans(q,D,M) = {〈t̄, s〉 | D ∪M∪ {r} |= q(t̄, s)} ,

where we assume that it can not be the case that both 〈t̄, s〉 and 〈t̄, s′〉 are
in ans(q,D,M) with s 6= s′ (therefore, each tuple has an unique score2).
Tuples in ans(q,D) are assumed to be ordered in decreasing order of the
score and the top-k answering problem (k > 1) consists in retrieving the
top-k answers of a query, possibly without computing the whole answer
set (see, e.g., [18, 19, 20]). With ansk(q,D,M) we denote the top k > 1
retrieved tuples in ans(q,D,M).

An immediate solution to compute the answer set of a conjunctive query would
consist in determining the rewriting set r(q,M) of a query q (R′i ∈ G) of the
form

q(x̄)← R′1(z̄1), . . . , R′l(z̄l) .

We thus compute the set of rewritings of q (S′i ∈ G):

q(x̄)← S′1(z̄1), . . . , S′l(z̄l) ,

where each R′i ∈ G has been replaced with some S′i ∈ S occurring in the set
of mapping rules w.r.t. R′i. Notice that there may be as many as

∏
R′

i
kR′

i

rewritings for q (recall that kR′
i

is the number of mapping rules w.r.t. R′i),
therefore the response time will normally be exceedingly long in practice.

3 Query Processing

Our objective is to provide a solution to the CQ answering problem on DWIRs,
that is, given a query q, how to select the top-s best rewritings q′ ∈ r(q,M)
(with s � |r(q,M)|, e.g., s = 10 and |r(q,M)| = 100) such that a suitable,
objective criteria is met.3

Informally the procedure for DIR (Distributed Information Retrieval) con-
sists of three steps (for a recent overview, see e.g., [15, 22]). Given a query
(list of keywords): (1) Compute a meaningful sample of each information re-
source (resource sampling, see e.g., [6, 7]) and store the data into the Sampling
database (see Figure 1). (2) Using the samples, determine which are the top-r
most relevant resources to the query (resource selection; see e.g., [17, 23]). (3)
Submit the query to the resources and merge the results (ranked list merging,
see e.g., [11, 14, 16, 24]).

Our goal is now to adapt the ideas developed in DIR to our setting (see
also [21]). (1) Compute automatically a meaningful sample for each D ∈ D

2Otherwise, just consider the tuple with maximal score only and remove the other one.
3Notice that in general we are computing a subset of ans(q,D,M).
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and store the data into the Sampling database (see Figure 1). (2) Using the
DB samples, determine which are the top-s best query rewritings q′ ∈ r(q,M)
according to some criterion. (3) Submit the selected queries to the DBs and
merge the results. We now discuss these steps.

Resource Sampling. In order to select suitable DBs for a query, we need
to know about the contents of each DB as well as other important informa-
tion (e.g., the size of the DB). We keep a representation set for each DB. The
representation set of each DB contains information about the tuples that are
indexed by that DB. Specifically, tuple statistics of the DB are approximated
by using a number of tuples sampled from that DB. In order to do so, we plan
to use a query-based sampling (QBS) approach in a similar way to what is done
for textual databases [6, 7]. Essentially, for each DB, we do the following. (1)
We start with a random query. (2) We submit the query to the local DB and
store the retrieved tuples in the sample DB. (3) We build a new query from
the sample data. (4) We iterate steps 2 and 3 until a stopping condition holds;
such a condition expresses the fact that the sample changed less than a certain
amount in the last iteration.

Automated Resource Selection. Given a conjunctive query q (R′i ∈ G)

q(x̄)← R′1(z̄1), . . . , R′l(z̄l)

consider its rewriting set r(q,M), that is, the set of rewritings of q defined as
follows (S′i ∈ G):

q(x̄)← S′1(z̄1), . . . , S′l(z̄l)

where each R′i ∈ G has been replaced with all possible S′i ∈ S occurring in
the set of mapping rules w.r.t. R′i. We indicate the rewritings as q1, . . . , qrw ,
where rw = |r(q,M)| =

∏
R′

i
kR′

i
(see the number of rewritings at the end of

Section 2). The goal in this task is to determine which of the qi are most likely
to return relevant answers to q. To this aim, we plan to adapt the ReDDE.top
method [1] to our setting; such a method is among the most effective in the lit-
erature for textual DIR, and it resembles somewhat so-called kNN-classifiers [8].
Essentially, for each query qi, using the sample DB, we estimate the “goodness”
of query qi w.r.t. q in retrieving answers to q. This is done via a scoring function
s(qi | q). Eventually, given query q and its rewritings q1, . . . , qrw, we rank the
rewritings in decreasing order of the score s(qi | q) and select only the top-s
(with s � |r(q,M)| = rw, e.g., s = 10) among them to be submitted to the
real databases in D.

Ranked List Merging. Given the selected top-s queries q1, . . . , qs identified
in the automated resource selection phase, we have to submit them to the real
databases in D. We assume here that the each of these queries qi returns a
ranked list of scored answers, li = {〈t̄i1, si1〉, . . . , 〈t̄i|`i|, s

i
|`i|〉}. If no score is

provided, we may assume that the score is determined by the rank of the tuple
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in some way, for instance, score = (rmax − r + 1)/rmax, where rmax is the
number of returned tuples in a ranked list and r is the rank of tuple t̄ in that
list. Therefore, we have s ranked lists `1, . . . , `s of tuples from which we have to
build a unique list from which we select the top-k tuples only. While there are
many proposals to do rank merging, as illustrated at the beginning of Section 3,
we plan to adapt a simple ranked list merging method, namely [11], which ,
despite its simplicity, is one among the most effective methods. Given then the
merged list `norm of scored answers to query q, it remains then to return just the
top-d ones, which concludes.

4 Conclusions

We have sketched a framework for processing CQs on a set of heterogeneous
DWIR. We have employed techniques drawn from the field of Distributed In-
formation Retrieval to sample DWIRs, to select a small set of rewritings to be
processed on the sources, and to search the merged results. We believe that
the adoption of DIR algorithms and methodologies constitutes a step forward
in the automation of the integration of DWIRs. An experimental evaluation
of the techniques proposed in this paper, which is soon to be carried out, will
show how effective our framework is. Apart from validating the proposed tech-
niques with experiments, we plan the following future work. (1) We want to
extend the language of mapping rules to be more expressive than the simple
one-to-one correspondance between global and local relational entities, which in
fact corresponds to a GLAV (global-local-as-view, which is both global-as-view
and local-as-view) mapping. Our first goal would be to have a GLAV approach
where mapping rules have a conjunction of atoms in the body. This will require
a new technique for ranking the rewritings. (2) We plan to incorporate an on-
tology on top of the mediated schema; such an ontology will provide a further
semantic layer that defines properties of the mediated data. Possible languages
for such an ontology could be those in the Datalog± family [4], those of the
DL-lite family [2] or simply Datalog.
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